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This study examined the linkage between structures (organizational characteristics) 
and strategies of a number of subsidiaries constituted by the Cable & Wireless Group to 
enter into foreign countries or global markets. The essence of this study is one of 
generalizing Cable & Wireless Group 's global business direction by looking at a limited 
number ofits subsidiaries. The cases studied were carefully chosen to cover as thoroughly 
as possible the geographic extent of Cable & Wireless activities and the Group'sforms of 
presence. A summary of the relations between organizational characteristics and the 
strategy of the particular Cable & Wireless subsidiary and Cable & Wireless Group 's 
strategies for product and global expansion is produced after this study. A clear picture, or 
framework, ofhow the Group 's business is organized helps Cable & Wireless ‘ executives to 
better planforfuture direction. The Cable & Wireless experience is also valuable to firms 
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As transportation and communications infrastructures develop, the world is 
shrinking and countries are forging closer economic ties with one another. Many 
corporations who had been content operating in their own countries are finding their 
national markets being opened up to foreign competitors. In many industries the 
governments are accelerating the opening up of national markets. In the 
telecommunications industry this is generally known as "deregulation", a process by 
which franchises of once-monopolistic telecommunications carriers are being 
removed. In order to compensate for the inevitable loss of national market share 




The Cable & Wireless Group, parent company of Hongkong Telecom, is well 
advanced in multinational business development and aggressive in the global 
marketplace. The company is the second (to British Telecom) largest 
telecommunications group in U.K. Because of British Telecom's long-established 
dominant presence in the U.K. market Cable & Wireless has to be an outward-looking 
company from the outset. Today it is recognized by many as the most global 
telecommunications group. As of April 97，Cable and Wireless has some 90 
operating equity joint ventures in over 50 countries. Many of these multinational 
alliances centre around Asia, Europe and the Caribbean; examples are Mercury in 
U.K., Optus in Australia, Hongkong Telecom in Hong Kong and Tele2 in Finland. 
Others are located in China, Japan, CIS, Germany, the Caribbean and the Americas. 
Besides these establishments which are already generating revenue Cable & Wireless 
is constantly negotiating on forming new equity joint ventures, through its 
subsidiaries, with partners in the countries it is interested in. These two types of 
subsidiaries (revenue-generating multinational alliances and opportunities-seeking 
subsidiaries) are characteristic of Cable & Wireless’ strategy of globalization. 
In terms of revenue derived from international traffic. Cable & Wireless ranks 
fourth in the world, after AT&T, Deutsche Telekom and France Telecom. As they 
described themselves in the 1994 annual report, "Cable & Wireless is an international 
alliance of companies...". A study of Cable & Wireless’ experience and strategy in 
world-wide business operations gives insight into the globalization trend of the 
telecommunications industry. It is also a good lesson for any corporation which 
intends to expand globally. 
^ J 
Cable & Wireless : A Strategic Perspective 
There are two main reasons for this trend of globalization in the 
telecommunications industry. 
• As mentioned before many countries are opening up their telecommunications 
markets to competition. Competition comes from both local market entrants 
(commonly known as "second" carriers) and established carriers from foreign 
countries. To compensate for this inevitable loss of market share many 
telecommunications carriers start to invade markets outside their own national 
territories. 
• As the world's economy develops corporations grow more and more 
multinational. These multinational corporations have different communication 
needs than those whose operations are confined to a particular country. In order to 
meet requirements of these growing number of multinational corporations, which 
represent a potentially lucrative sector, telecommunications companies must 
develop new products and services that address global communications needs in a 
cost-effective way. 
Recent years saw many telecommunications giants, once national operators, 
moving into the global market place. Classical examples include Concert (a BT-MCI 
.alliance) and GlobalOne (a Deutsche Telekom-France Telecom-Sprint alliance). The 
/ 
"constituent" members BT, MCI, Deutsche Telekom，France Telecom and Sprint have 
been giant operators providing local or international communications services in their 
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respective countries of operations. By allying with an operator across the Atlantic 
Ocean and interconnecting circuits with the counter-part they are able to provide 
trans-Atlantic communications at lower costs than they would have to by carrying 
traffic over their own circuits. This arrangement also facilitates development of new 
products and services. Virtual Private Network (VPN), for example, provide PABX-
like features (e.g. abbreviated dialing) on a cross-national basis. 
In global expansion the Cable & Wireless Group does not have to ally with 
partners like BT or Deutsche Telekom do because from the outset Cable & Wireless 
has owned and operated its own infrastructure with global coverage. This has to do 
with Cable & Wireless’ history, which will be elaborated in a later chapter. If strategy 
is about positioning, then Cable & Wireless should find itself formulating strategy on 
a different, perhaps more advantageous, ground than other telecommunications groups 
such as BT and Deutsche Telekom. 
There is another common approach for telecommunications carriers to enter a 
foreign territory, but on a national basis. This is to form joint venture with local 
partners in the target country. This approach has been taken by both Cable & 
Wireless and AT&T, and in that regard Cable & Wireless and AT&T have similar 
strategies. BT, MCI, Deutsche Telekom, France Telecom and Sprint are slower than 




The primary purpose of this study is to investigate how Cable & Wireless has 
become a successful multinational corporation. To this end, this study examined the 
strategies and structures of a number of Cable & Wireless subsidiaries on the linkage 
between their strategies (on entering foreign markets) and organizational 
characteristics. In short, this study examined how the Cable & Wireless has 
diversified. 
In terminology of strategic management there are many directions along which 
a firm can diversify, two common directions being business diversification and 
geographic diversification. In the context of this research Business Diversification 
can take one of these forms :-
• Product development / Technology advancement 
Examples are Hongkong Telecom's video-on-demand (VOD) project and AT&T's 
electronic commerce services over the Internet. Hongkong Telecom and AT&T 
traditionally provide voice and data communications only. VOD and Intemet-
based electronic commerce represent technology advancement bringing about a 
brand new set of services. 
• Vertical integration along value chain 
Traditional telecommunications carriers provide communications circuits. Many 
carriers now provide computing solutions and system integration for businesses. 
This can be considered vertical integration. 
• Horizontal integration into businesses of unrelated nature ‘ 
AT&T Capital，a subsidiary of AT&T，provides fund raising facilities for 
businesses. Some years ago AT&T acquired NCR which was a computer vendor. 
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(Afterwards the old AT&T was broken up into AT&T, Lucent and NCR, though.) 
These can all be considered as horizontal integration. 
In this research project Cable & Wireless’ subsidiaries ‘ are classified as 
pursuing related business if it's activities involve only product development and 
technology advancement. Unrelated business involves vertical and / or horizontal 
integration. 
Geographic scope means whether the scope of business is limited to a 
particular country or cross-national in nature. 
Business Diversification and Geographic Diversification are studied just 
because these are common diversification schemes, and it appears that Cable & 
Wireless Group companies are involved in one or both. It would also be interesting to 
find out whether there are any correlation between Business Diversification and 
Geographic Diversification. It appears that there should be. A corporation with 
multinational presence would require technologies that make international 
communications fast and convenient, for example. 
‘Definitions ofTerms 
A multinational alliance, in the context of this project, is an operating, revenue-generating joint 
venture. A multinational alliance involves any type of cooperative arrangement as described in the article ' Why 
Should Firms Cooperate ？ The Strategy and Economics Basis for Cooperative Ventures" by Farok J. Contractor 
and Peter Lorange in Cooperative Strategies in International Business, Lexington Books. 
A subsidiary can be a multinational alliance, or a non-revenue-generating subsidiary which engages in 
seeking new opportunities for Cable & Wireless. These opportunities can be new multinational alliances or new 
products and services. A non-revenue-generating subsidiary can be wholly or partly owned. 
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Strategies of subsidiaries that the Group has established, or intends to 
establish, for the purpose of entering into foreign markets, are classified along the 
following two dimensions of Business Scope and Geographic Scope. Based on these 
two dimensions, strategies of Cable & Wireless are categorized into four types : 
Cross-national - Related (Related diversification strategy with cross-national focus), 
Cross-national - Unrelated (Unrelated diversification strategy with cross-national 
focus), National - Related (Related diversification strategy with national focus) and 
National - Unrelated (Unrelated diversification strategy with national focus). This 
classification scheme of strategies based on the two dimensions is provided in Table 
1. 
BUSINESS SCOPE 
Core Business Related Core Business Unrelated 
GEOGRAPHIC Cross- Cross-national - Related Cross-national — 
SCOPE national Unrelated 
National National - Related National - Unrelated 
Table 1 Classification scheme of Cable & Wireless subsidiaries with respect to Business and 
Geographic Scope 
I 
With the strategies of subsidiaries classified along the two dimensions (a fotal 
o f four types), structures of Cable & Wirele% subsidiaries are defined in terms o f the 
following organizational characteristics of the four Cable & Wireless subsidiaries : 
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business nature, location of operation, major reason of creating subsidiary, relations 
with government partners, origin of foreign partner (if applicable) and ownership 
pattem (i.e. non-equity based alliance, wholly-owned subsidiary, majority-owned 
equity, 50-50joint venture, minority-owned joint venture (if applicable)). 
On completion ofthis comparison the following conclusions are derived :-
• A summary of the relations between organizational characteristics and the strategy 
(one of the four as mentioned above) of the particular Cable & Wireless 
subsidiary; 
• Cable & Wireless Group's strategies for product and global expansion, as it is 
now; 
• Correlation, if any, between Business Diversification and Geographic 
Diversification in the Cable & Wireless Group. 
Methodology 
Research methodology is based on case studies of the following nine Cable & 
Wireless subsidiaries : Cable & Wireless Business Networks, Cable & Wireless 
Mobile, Omnes, Cable & Wireless (Marine) Ltd., PHS International Ltd., Hongkong 





A brief summary of organizational characteristics is provided in Table 2. 
Cable & Wireless Business Nature Partners Country(s) of 1996 Turnover 
Subsidiary Operation 
Cable & Wirdess ^ ~ ~ D e v e l o p m e n t of new None “~~Global Not applicable 
Business Networks products and services 
for multinational 
customers 
=> Global account and 
channel management 
Cable & Wireless => Management of Cable None Global Not applicable 
Mobile & Wireless’ operating 
companies in mobile • 
business 





Omnes Provision of Schlumberger Global US$ 67 million 
communications and 
messaging services and 
business applications for 
multinational customers in 
the oil and energy industry 
Cable & Wireless =^ Installation, N ^ c l M “ (Not available) 
(Marine) Ltd. maintenance and 




=> Support services in 
route surveying, 
planning, engineering -' 
and ship management 
PHS International Promotion ofPersonal Hongkong o i ^ Not applicable 
Ltd. Handyphone System Telecom, NTT 
(PHS) as an international Group, Itochu 
mobile telephony standard 
Hongkong Telecom National CITIC Hong Kong HK$ 29,405 
telecommunications million， 
provider in Hong Kong 
OPTUS National Mayne Nickless, Australia “ A$ 2,390 m i l l i o n ~ 
telecommunications AMP Society, (estimated) 
provider in Australia AIDC, National 
Mutual, BellSouth 
Sembawang Cable Operation of cable depot Singapore Sineapore (Not available) 
Depot Pte Ltd. storage facilities Telecom 
S.B. Submarine ChinaMinistry o f ~ ~ R ^ ^ (Not available) 
Systems Co. Ltd. Posts and 
Telecommunicatio 
__J___ ns 
Table 2 Briefsummary ofCable & Wireless subsidiaries studied 
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Some of these subsidiaries (e.g. Cable & Wireless Business Networks and 
Cable & Wireless Mobile) are not directly generating revenues and not constituted as 
operating companies. These subsidiaries may take the form of dedicated teams, or 
pools of experts pulled together for a particular purpose, within Cable & Wireless. 
They are, however, included in this study because they play an integral part in Cable 
& Wireless’ global business strategy. The other multinational alliances operate 
globally, or in such countries as P.R.C., Hong Kong, Singapore, Japan and Australia. 
Business scope ranges from basic services to mobile telephony. Global Managed Data 
Services (GMDS), messaging applications, cable depot storage facilities and cross-
national submarine optic fibre cable. 
Information was gathered from the companies' annual reports, internal 
communications and interviews with relevant staff. The questionnaire for Hongkong 
Telecom is attached to the project report as Appendix 1. 
Interpretation and implications of the survey results are discussed throughout 
CHAPTER III RELATIONS BETWEEN ORGANIZATIONAL 
CHARACTERISTICS AND INDIVIDUAL SUBSIDIARIES and CHAPTER IV 





CABLE & WIRELESS HISTORY 
Cable & Wireless has a history of more than 130 years. It is generally 
recognized by the telecommunications industry as one of the most globally-oriented 
carriers in the world. Unlike most giant telecommunications companies, Cable & 
Wireless did not start off serving a local market and expand outward but started right 
off as a global operator. The Cable & Wireless Group was FORMED from a 
collection of separate companies operating all over the world and the company that 
was formed was later named "Cable & Wireless". A study of the global business 
strategy o f the Cable & Wireless Group must begin with its history and realization of 
the fact that geographic diversity is an origin, more than a strategy, of the group. 
Development of the 19th century Cable & Wireless (by the way the very name 
I 
of"Cable & Wireless" had not emerged until 1928) was closely related to the colonial 
i 
history o f the British Empire. India, Australia, Africa, Eastern Asia, the West Indies 
and South America were important colonies and trading partners. There was a need of 
12 
communications between these countries and England. From the 1860's a number of 
British entrepreneurs established individual small companies to lay cables to facilitate 
telegraph communications between these countries and England or within these 
countries. These cables became the infrastructure and assets of a group of about 20 
then unrelated companies. 
There was a natural tendency either for these companies to merge or for the 
smaller ones to be taken over by the gradually merging group. A driving force behind 
these activities were common ownership of some of these companies by the same 
entrepreneurs. This made business sense because coordinated planning made better 
and more efficient use of the assets and infrastructure. 
In early 20th century radio communications became commercial and a 
wireless network connecting different regions in the British Empire was realized in 
1927. It was felt that the two groups of companies that operated cable and radio 
communications were competing with each other and the Imperial Wireless & Cable 
Conference was convened to adopt a policy to avoid unnecessary competition. The 
result of this series of meetings in 1928 was the formation o f t w o mergers : a share-
holding company. Cable & Wireless and an operating company, Imperial and 
International Communications Ltd. Government facilitation was a driving force 
behind this merger. 
t 
As the British Empire broke up and many former colonies became 
independent in mid-20th century, Cable & Wireless was driven away from many of 
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the countries, notably India, Indonesia, Singapore and Australia. The local telephone 
companies monopolized the markets. In other countries e.g. Hong Kong Cable & 
Wireless managed to come to commercial agreements with the local telephone 
companies to either continue to provide external (i.e. with the rest of the world) 
communications or take equity interests in the local telecommunications carriers. 
Beginning 1980's deregulation started to become a global trend in telecommunications 
industry, with many developed nations opening up their markets to foreign 
telecommunications companies. Cable & Wireless, with its long history and culture 
of global business, is back again to such countries as Australia and Singapore. 
However, in many cases Cable & Wireless become a minority share-holder in the 
joint ventures. 
It is interesting to note that Mercury Communications Ltd., Cable & Wireless’ 
subsidiary operating in U.K., was formed very late in 1981. It is fair to say Cable & 




CHAPTER III “ 
RELATIONS BETWEEN ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AND 
mDIVIDUAL SUBSIDIARIES 
This chapter examines strategies and structures (organizational characteristics) 
of the selected subsidiaries of Cable & Wireless. We first provide a brief summary of 
subsidiary characteristics along with four strategies defmed earlier. Then we move to 
an in-depth case study of each subsidiary. 
Matrix Classifications of Cable & Wireless Group's Companies 
According to the two dimensions GEOGRAPGIC SCOPE and BUSINESS 




Core Business Related Core Business Unrelated 
GEOGRAPHIC Cross- Cross-national — Related Cross-national -
SCOPE national • Cable & Wireless Unrelated 
Business Networks • Omnes 
• Cable & Wireless • Cable & Wireless 
Mobile (Marine) Ltd. 
• PHS International Ltd. 
National National 一 Related National - Unrelated 
• Hongkong Telecom • Sembawang Cable 
• OPTUS Depot Pte Ltd. 
• S.B. Submarine 
Systems Ltd. 
Table 3 Cable & Wireless subsidiaries studied, classified by Business Scope and Geographic Scope 
Case Studies : Cross-national Related Strategy 
Subsidiaries included in this category operate in more than one country. 
Business Diversification takes only the forms of product development and technology 
advancement. Examples are Cable & Wireless Business Networks and Cablfe & 
Wireless Mobile. Cable & Wireless Business Networks' products include GMDS and 
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Other globally managed "traditional" services. Cable & Wireless Mobile develops 
mobile telephony and data services delivered through the Group's operating 
companies in over 30 countries. 
Cable & Wireless Business Networks 
Cable & Wireless Business Networks is a subsidiary which seeks market 
opportunities world-wide. This is a dedicated team within the Group, responsible for 
developing new or custom-made products and services for customers with 
multinational presence. These products and services are delivered to customers 
through local Cable & Wireless operating companies. Meanwhile new products are 
very often developed from "putting together" existing products offered by local 
operating companies. New products may also be developed with third parties, but not 
necessarily through an equityjoint venture arrangement. 
Apart from product development Cable & Wireless Business Networks is also 
responsible for global account and channel management (e.g. negotiating contracts 
with customers or suppliers on a global basis). 
Cable & Wireless Mobile 
Cable & Wireless Group's interest in mobile businesses are run day-to-day by 
companies operating locally in over 30 countries. Like Cable & Wireless Business 
i 
Networks, Cable & Wireless Mobile draws together these businesses to form a 
community to facilitate experience and expertise sharing. It takes responsibility in 
17 
identifying areas where there are common issues, encouraging sharing of experiences 
to enhance efficiency and revenue generation, developing best practice solutions to 
assist with day-to-day operations, building relationships with third parties to bring 
benefits to the local operating companies and involving in mobile business 
development. 
The Group's mobile businesses are, in many countries, run as divisions of 
local operating companies. Historically the heads of these divisions have reported to 
these local operating companies' Chief Executive Officers as the only reporting line. 
Starting from January 1997，all heads of mobile businesses located around the world 
will directly report to Cable & Wireless Mobile as their primary accountability and 
the operating companies' Chief Executive Officers as their secondary accountability. 
This will strengthen Cable & Wireless Mobile's influence over the day-to-day 
management of these mobile interests. 
According to the definition Cable & Wireless Mobile is seen as an 
opportunity-seeking subsidiary. 
Case Studies : Cross-national Unrelated Strategy 
This category includes subsidiaries operating in more than one country. These 
subsidiaries diversify in the forms of vertical and / or horizontal integration. The 
three cases studied are Omnes, Cable & Wireless (Marine) Ltd. and PHS International 
Ltd. 
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Omnes provides communications and messaging services and business 
applications for customers with multinational presence. These businesses are 
regarded as unrelated because Omnes focuses on the oil and energy industry, which 
has very specific and sophisticated needs. Omnes is a joint venture with 
Schlumberger, the world's leading supplier of oil field services and measurement 
systems. 
Cable & Wireless Marine is a world-wide supplier of installation, maintenance 
and support services for the submarine cable industry. It also provides route 
surveying, planning, engineering and ship management. 
PHS International Ltd. pursues, on an international basis, business 
opportunities on Personal Handyphone System (PHS). PHS is regarded as unrelated 
business because it is a mobile technology originated from Japan. 
Omnes 
The oil and energy industry is a very attractive sector for any 
telecommunications provider. As customers are engaged in exploring oil and gas 
deposits they have very demanding requirements : highly accurate measurement 
devices, prompt and accurate data gathering and processing systems and provision of 
services in even the most remote areas of the world. Cable & Wireless by itself ^^ould 
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lack this technical competency to serve this industry. In January 1995 it established a 
50-50 equityjoint venture (multinational alliance), Omnes, with Schlumberger. 
Schlumberger is the world's leading supplier of oil field services, high-
technology measurement devices, utility metering and technical support for customers 
in the petroleum industry. Many of Schlumberger's products are information- and 
data-intensive. It maintains a competitive edge by continually inventing new 
technologies and possessing an infrastructure to serve customers in even the most 
remote areas of the world. 
The main contributions from Schlumberger are technical expertise in the oil 
and energy sector, products (e.g. gas station pumps), labor and management skills, 
and a world-wide delivery network (e.g. vessels, drilling and pumping rigs). To a 
lesser extent Schlumberger also contributes an existing customer base, brand 
recognition, market knowledge and relations with suppliers. These, complemented by 
Cable & Wireless’ world-wide communications network, enable Omnes to be well-
positioned to serve the oil and energy industry. The two companies also contribute 
expertise their own areas in inventing new technologies, which is vital as a 
competitive edge of Omnes. 
In 1996 Omnes recorded a total sales of US$ 67 million and employed 370 
employees. 
I 
Cable & Wireless (Marine) Ltd. 
2 0 
Cable & Wireless (Marine) Ltd. is a supplier of installation, maintenance and 
support services for the submarine telecommunication cable industry. The company 
also provides comprehensive support services in route surveying, planning, 
engineering and ship management. Cable & Wireless (Marine) Ltd. owns and 
operates an advanced fleet of cable ships and sub-sea equipment. 
According to the definition above Cable & Wireless (Marine) Ltd. is engaged 
in unrelated business. It is not so clear though whether the company belongs to the 
Cross-national or National category. By itself it provides a fleet of cable ships which 
operate world-wide; but it has also formed equity joint ventures (multinational 
alliances) in specific countries. Sembawang Cable Depot Pte Ltd. and S.B. 
Submarine Systems Ltd. are two such multinational alliances formed, respectively, 
with Singapore Telecom and China's Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications. 
These two multinational alliances operate in Singapore and P.R.C.，respectively. 
(These two companies, regarded as National - Unrelated, are considered in a later 
section of the report.) Cable & Wireless (Marine) Ltd. is thus both a revenue-
generating company and opportunity-seeking subsidiary. 
Cable & Wireless (Marine) Ltd. is a 100% owned subsidiary of the Cable & 
Wireless Group. 
PHS International Ltd. ‘ 
21 
Personal Handyphone System (PHS) is a mobile telephony technology 
originated in Japan. Cable & Wireless sees the potential of PHS as an international 
mobile telephony standard and establishes PHS International Ltd. with a mission to 
promote PHS to mobile telephony operators. The company is actively promoting 
PHS in countries like Hong Kong, Taiwan, P.R.C. and the Philippines. As their CEO 
puts it, PHS International is looking for "business and investment opportunities" in 
Asia, even although the company do not know exactly what opportunities they are 
after. 
PHS International is a non-revenue-generating equity joint venture formed 
among Cable & Wireless (27%), Hongkong Telecom (23%), the NTT Group (27%) 
and Itochu (23%). Each one of these partners has its specific contribution to the joint 
venture. Hongkong Telecom offers system engineering expertise and has good 
relationships with China. The NTT Group is the supplier of PHS technical expertise. 
Itochu is one of the largest trading company in Japan and has connections with a 
number of equipment vendors, including NEC, Fujitsu, Panasonic, Matachi and Sony. 
These vendors also manufacture PHS handsets and equipment. 
As of April 97 PHS International employs 12 staff. 
Case Studies : National Related Strategy 
This category includes subsidiaries whose operations are confined to one 
country. Product development and technology advancement are the only forms of 
2 2 
Business Diversification. Cable & Wireless’ subsidiaries in this category include 
Hongkong Telecom in Hong Kong and OPTUS in Australia. 
Hongkong Telecom 
Hongkong Telecom is the national telephone company in Hong Kong, 
providing the community with a full spectrum of telecommunications services. 
Hongkong Telecom is listed on the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong. As of 
March 96 Cable & Wireless held 58% interest in the company and China International 
Trust & Investment Corporation (CITIC), through CITIC Pacific, held 10%. The 
remaining interest was held by public investors. 
CITIC is one of the largest foreign investment arms of P.R.C. CITIC is 
involved in a large variety of businesses in Hong Kong and mainland China, including 
infrastructure, trading and distribution, property and industrial manufacturing, through 
its subsidiary CITIC Pacific. In Hong Kong CITIC Pacific is a share-holder of 
Hongkong Telecom, Cathay Pacific, Dragonair, Westem Harbour Crossing, Dah 
Chong Hong, China Light and Power and a property development firm in Discovery 
Bay. These companies are important partners (as customers and suppliers) of 
Hongkong Telecom in different industries such as aviation, transportation, trading, 




Besides local connections in the Hong Kong business community CITIC has 
strong connections with the Chinese Government. Its investment in Hongkong 
Telecom is seen as strategic in strengthening the relationship between the company 
and the Chinese Government. This politically will bring benefits to Hongkong 
Telecom as the 1997 hand-over of sovereignty approaches. But more importantly, 
China is undoubtedly the biggest underdeveloped telecommunications market in the 
world. As China's economy continues to grow it is certain that the country will offer 
to the telecommunications industry huge business opportunities. Hongkong Telecom 
will like to pursue these opportunities by building on a good relationship with the 
Chinese Government. CITIC is also actively involved in the management and 
strategic issues of Hongkong Telecom. On Hongkong Telecom's Board of Directors 
are Henry H L Fan, Managing Director of CITIC Pacific Ltd., and Veron F Moore, 
Executive Director of China International Trust & Investment Corporation Hong 
Kong (Holdings) Ltd. and Deputy Managing Director of CITIC Pacific Ltd. Henry H 
L Fan and Veron F Moore act as Non-Executive Directors of Hongkong Telecom and 
members of the Audit Committee. 
In the 96 financial year Hongkong Telecom recorded turnover of HK$ 29,405 
million and employed 15,000 staff as of March 96. 
OPTUS 
t 
Like Hongkong Telecom OPTUS is a national telecommunications carrier in 
Australia, but unlike Hongkong Telecom OPTUS is known as the "second" (to 
2 4 
Telstra) carrier, both in terms of history and market share. Having said that though 
OPTUS offers the full range of telecommunications services to Australia. 
Apart from Cable & Wireless holding 24.5% interest, OPTUS’ major 
shareholders are Mayne Nickless (25%), AMP Society (10.3%), AIDC and other 
institutional investors (9.6%), National Mutual (6.1%) and BellSouth (24.5%). 
Mayne Nickless, AMP Society, AIDC, National Mutual are all Australian interests 
which make up to 51%. This 51% local interest is the minimum stipulated by law. 
Thus these partners are pulled in partly for regulatory reasons. 
Meanwhile AMP Society, AIDC and National Mutual are big institutional 
investors which contribute financial resources to OPTUS. 
Mayne Nickless is one of Australia's most successful industrial companies 
with extensive Australian management experience. This partner brings valuable local 
knowledge to OPTUS. 
BellSouth and Cable & Wireless equally share the remaining interest. 
BellSouth is the largest "Baby Bell" telephone companies in U.S.A. It brings to 
OPTUS rich technical expertise and experience in digital communications, fibre optic 
transmission and mobile telephony. 
t 
i 
OPTUS officially commenced operations in January 91. As of 96 the 
company employed some 3,000 staff. 
• 
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It should be noted that both Hongkong Telecom and OPTUS are starting to 
look to markets outside their usual countries of operation, but are still far from being 
global compared to their parent company. 
Case Studies : National Unrelated Strategy 
In this category are subsidiaries whose operations are confined to one country 
but whose Business Diversification takes the forms of vertical and / or horizontal 
integration. The two cases studied are Sembawang Cable Depot and S.B. Submarine 
Systems Co. Ltd. Sembawang Cable Depot is a Cable & Wireless Marine-Singapore 
Telecom joint venture. S.B. Submarine Systems Co. Ltd. is a joint venture between 
Cable & Wireless Marine and China's Ministry ofPosts and Telecommunications. 
Sembawang Cable Depot Pte Ltd. 
Sembawang Cable Depot Pte Ltd. owns and operates cable depot storage 
facilities in Singapore. It is 60% owned by Singapore Telecom and 40% owned by 
1 
Cable & Wireless. 
Sembawang Cable Depot Pte Ltd. is a revenue-generating subsidiary for Cable 
& Wireless. Apart from this the joint-venture brings one more benefit to the Group. 
I 
Owing to its geographic position, Singapore is an ideal spot for "landing" submarine 
i 
cables i.e. submarine cable-land cable interconnection. Sembawang Cable Depot Pte 
Ltd. being a Cable & Wireless subsidiary, Cable & Wireless (Marine) Ltd. is 
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automatically granted access to Singapore's terrestrial cable network for 
interconnecting submarine cables it lays. The convenience brought about is easily 
seen when one considers the large number of large-capacity submarine cables in Asia 
that pass through Singapore. 
S.B. Submarine Systems Co. Ltd. 
S.B. Submarine Systems Co. Ltd. is ajoint venture with the China Ministry of 
Posts and Telecommunications (MPT). The company is involved in the survey, 
installation and maintenance of submarine cable systems. It owns and operates two 
cable ships and two support vessels. S.B. Submarine Systems Co. Ltd. also has depot 
with berthing and cable storage facilities. 
The MPT is the policy-making and regulatory authority of all 
telecommunications activities in China, and as such makes investments in 
construction of international telecommunications infrastructure. By allying with MPT 
Cable & Wireless its customers, the provincial telecommunications administrations. 
S.B. Submarine Systems Co. Ltd. is also strategically important. China is the 
world's largest undeveloped telecommunications market. Telecommunications is 
considered by the Chinese Government as an industry of national security and at 
present, no foreign company is allowed to directly engage in operating China's basic 
# 
telephony, which is defined loosely as domestic telephony over wire lines and 
international telephony. That is, foreign companies are not allowed to take equity 
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interest in basic telephony operations. However, most people in the industry are 
hopeful that ultimately China open up its telecommunications market to foreign 
investment. This is notjust wishful thinking because the China market is so large that 
if China wants to develop on its own, lack of funds would slow its growth and thus 
affect the country's economic development. Many telecommunications giants are 
already enthusiastic in building up relationships with China. A common way is to 
provide technical consultancy and invest in construction of telecommunications 
infrastructure. The MPT welcomes this because through this process technology is 
transferred and capital is flowed into China. Cable & Wireless likes this tactic of 
exchanging technology know-how for potential future access to China's market. S.B. 






General Organization of Cable & Wirdess Activities 
At present Cable & Wireless Group's business is divided into regional and 
global activities. Regional activities, in reality, are very much country-based 
operations run by local telecommunications carriers. Examples are Hongkong 
Telecom in Hong Kong, Mercury in U.K. and OPTUS in Australia. Each of these 
local carriers serves the country's market needs. Although they are supposed to be the 
hub for a larger region (e.g. Hongkong Telecom for Asia, and in that regard regional 
operations are classified geographically into Asia, Europe and the Caribbean), there is 
not really much value they bring on a regional basis. 
, Global operations provide services for multinational corporate customers with 
international needs. Cable & Wireless Business Networks, Cable & Wireless Mobile, 
Cable & Wireless (Marine) Ltd. and Omnes are in global services. These entities can 
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be a team within Cable & Wireless，a wholly owned subsidiary or an equity joint 
venture with outsiders. For example, Cable & Wireless Business Networks is a 
dedicated team who develop new products to be delivered by the (sales channels of) 
local telecommunications carriers mentioned above. Cable & Wireless (Marine) Ltd. 
is a separate company who itself formsjoint ventures in a number ofcountries. 
Today the Cable & Wireless Group operates in over 50 countries through 
some 90 subsidiaries and joint ventures. Many of these are operating companies 
which provide services in specific national, regional or global markets. There are also 
subsidiaries which do not generate revenue, but pursue investment and business 
opportunities for the Group or develop management skills and technology expertise 
for operating companies. PHS International Ltd., which is studied in the research, is 
an example. Great Eastem Telecommunications, a joint venture between cable & 
Wireless and Hongkong Telecom, is yet another example. 
Cable & Wireless looks for partners who complement its operating expertise 
and infrastructure. Partners may also contribute local market knowledge or business 
relations, or help to spread investment risk. In some cases partners are pulled in to 
satisfy local regulatory requirement of minimum local interests in the joint venture. 
Different partners are sought in different situations. 
Cable & Wireless usually looks to exert management influence in its joint 
ventures. Where regulations allow the Group will aim to achieve majority share-
holding. 
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General Observations on Relations Between Organizational Characteristics and 
Strategies 
An examination of the linkage between strategies and organizational 
characteristics of the research cases above reveals that this classification of Cable & 
Wireless, subsidiaries along GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE and BUSINESS SCOPE is 
useful in generalizing the Group's strategy for global expansion. 
In the National dimensions local partners are needed for regulatory (e.g. 
OPTUS in Australia), political or business connections (e.g. Hongkong Telecom in 
Hong Kong) reasons. This is true irrespective of whether the business itself is related 
to the Group's core business or not. That is，operating in a foreign country requires 
establishing relationships with local institutional investors, government, regulatory 
bodies and business partners more than allying with technologically strong partners. 
In fact, Cable & Wireless is willing to exchange its own technological expertise for 
relationships with local governmental bodies. This strategy, often used in China, is 
implemented by formingjoint-ventures with local governmental bodies. 
In the Cross-national Related dimension, Cable & Wireless generally builds up 
global services by "putting together", or "interconnecting" in telecommunications 
terminology, existing pieces of infrastructure operated by individual Group companies 
in diverse geographic regions (e.g. Cable & Wireless Business Networks). Or it is an 
I 
exercise of pooling together experience and expertise (e.g. Cable & Wireless Mobile). 
In both cases it is a matter of getting synergy out of separate Group companies. 
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In the Cross-national Unrelated dimension Cable & Wireless generally looks 
for partners who can contribute management and technical expertise. The fact that the 
business is unrelated to Cable & Wireless, core business is the key consideration. 
Relationships play a comparatively less significant role here, because in the global 
marketplace no single party or government can exercise a material regulatory 
framework. Cable & Wireless (Marine) Ltd. seems to be an exception in the sense 
that Cable & Wireless does not partner with an outside party to run a global ship 
management business (it may not be immediately obvious to many that Cable & 
Wireless possesses the skills to run a submarine cable-laying fleet!). 
Business Diversification and Geographic Diversification 
Correlation between Business Diversification and Geographic Diversification 
can be observed in the Cross-national - Related box. The major functions of Cable & 
Wireless Business Networks and Cable & Wireless Mobile are development of 
products and services that will satisfy customers with multinational presence. An 
example of such products is VPN, which provide PABX-like features on a global 
basis. That is, product development and technology advancement (one form of 
Business Diversification as defmed above), are driven by the fact that the customer 
has global communications requirements and is to be served world-wide. 
I 
Arguably some loose correlation between Business Diversification and 
Geographic Diversification can also be observed in the National — Related box. Take 
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Hongkong Telecom as an example. It is the first Cable & Wireless’ subsidiary that 
trials VOD technology and plans to make it commercially available. Some people 
claim that Hong Kong should be the first city in the world ever to have VOD, because 
spectacular local conditions make the city good for services like VOD and home 
shopping. These conditions include Hong Kong people's readiness to accept 
advanced technologies, the city's high population density and a well-developed 
transportation infrastructure. Because Hongkong Telecom sees the potential for 
VOD, the company is willing to take up the effort and expenses of developing VOD 
all by itself. 
Admittedly this argument does not sound as convincing as the Cross-national 
-Rela ted case. There is an interesting point to be noted here, however. The Cable & 
Wireless Group does not possess a centralized laboratory to carry out technological 
research and development. Individual subsidiaries carry out their own technology 
research projects and what research projects are on a particular subsidiary's agenda 
depends a lot on the local market conditions. This is rather different from AT&T, for 
example, who possesses dedicated AT&T laboratories (formed from Bell 
Laboratories). 
Concluding Remarks 
. This study examined the linkage between structures (organizational 
characteristics) and strategies of a number of subsidiaries constituted by the Cable & 
Wireless Group to enter into foreign countries or global markets. The essence of this 
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study is one of generalizing Cable & Wireless Group's global business direction by 
looking at a limited number of its subsidiaries. The cases studied were carefully 
chosen to cover as thoroughly as possible the geographic extent of Cable & Wireless 
activities and the Group's forms of presence. A clear picture, or framework, of how 
the Group's business is organized helps Cable & Wireless’ executives to better plan 
for future direction. It must be pointed out however, that it is not meaningful to make 
a perfect generalized categorization of Cable & Wireless’ activities around the world 
because the Group's business is so diversified in geography and nature. 
The findings of this study suggest that Cable & Wireless has a distinct strategy 
corresponding to unique roles expected by the Group. The choice of subsidiary 
structure or organizational characteristics, in tum, is associated with the chosen 
strategy. The required structure is generally shaped by two primary factors : level of 
technical and management expertise demanded by the particular industry and the 
business environments in which the subsidiary operates. 
Generally speaking there are two kinds of markets in which Cable & ^Virdess 
operates in two distinctly clear forms. The first is national markets where an 
operating subsidiary of Cable & Wireless provides a full spectrum of 
telecommunications services for local consumers and businesses. The second kind of 
market is made up of customers who are multinational corporations having presence 
in many areas of the world. National markets demand products and services of a more 
"traditional" nature, those Cable & Wireless has much experience with. The barriers 
to entry into these countries are therefore not the technological ones, but political or 
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regulatory in nature. In many countries regulatory requirements stipulate minimal 
equity interests to be held by investors, for example. Partners are also sought for their 
connections with local business communities. On the other hand, multinational 
corporations usually have very specialized and sophisticated telecommunications / 
computing requirements. These demand advanced technologies and expertise. Very 
often Cable & Wireless cannot meet by these needs by itself and therefore allies with 
partners possibly in other industries. Corporations growing more and more 
multinational is the strongest driving force behind the globalization trend of the 
telecommunications industry. 
In this research project some conclusions are drawn to the three questions 
raised in the section Research Objective of CHAPTER I，namely, (1) Summary of 
relations between organizational characteristics and strategies of subsidiaries, (2) 
Cable & Wireless Group's strategies for product and geographic expansion and (3) 
Correlation between Business Diversification and Geographic Diversification. As it 
is, Cable & Wireless is a successful multinational telecommunications carrier. There 
is much reference value in Cable & Wireless Group's experience to firms 




APPENDIX 1 — QUESTIONNAIRE FOR HONGKONG TELECOM 
Questionnaires were designed and sent to Cable & Wireless Group's alliances 
surveyed in this project to gather information on the alliances' background, the 
environments in which they operate and nature of Cable & Wireless’ partners in these 
alliances. The questionnaire designed for Hongkong Telecom is attached. 
Questionnaires for other alliances follow the same format. 
« 
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This questionnaire is designed to find out more about Hongkong 
Telecom (the alliance), CITIC (the partner) and the environment in 
which Hongkong Telecom operates, and All information provided will 
be used only for the purpose of an MBA research project with the 
Chinese University of Hong Kong and will not be disclosed to any third 
party. 
A. GENERAL . 
1. Percentage equity owned by Cable & Wireless : % 
2. A public listed company ？ 
Yes • No • 
3. What is the year of establishment ？ 
4. What is the total sales in 1996 ？ 
5. How many employees ？ 
6. Who are the alliance's primary customers ？ 
• Local customers (confined to the country in which you operate) 
• Cable & Wireless 
• Partner firms 
• Other : 
7. Do you consider the alliance's performance 
• Satisfactory 
• Not satisfactory 




B. NATURE OF ALLIANCE PARTNER(S) 
8. Please fill in details about the alliance partner(s). 
Partner Business % Equity Does partner have Did Cable & 
Nature connections with Wireless have 
governmental bodies / previous 
authorities ？ (Please .business 
name them if"yes") relations with 
partner ？ 








C. PURPOSE OF FORMATION 
9. How do you assess the purposes of forming the alliance ？ (Circle a 
number.) 
• Satisfy regulatory requirement on Not significant Very significant 
foreign investment or overcome • 
government barrier; 1 2 .3 4 5 
(What is the upper limit on foreign 
equity interest ？ %) 
• Attain e c o n o m i e s o f scale; Not significant Very significant 
o 
1 2 3 4 5 
• R e d u c e inves tmen t r isks; Not significant Very significant 
^ 
1 2 3 4 5 
• H e d g e e x c h a n g e rate f luc tua t ions ; Not significant Very significant 
^ 
1 2 3 4 5 
• Other Not significant Very significant 
c ^ 
. 1 2 3 4 5 
4 
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D. CONTRIBUTIONS FROM PARTNER(S) 
lO.How do you assess contributions of CITIC to the alliance ？ (Circle a 
number.) 
Know-how Contributions 
• Techn ica l exper t i se Not significant Very significant 
.^ 
1 2 3 4 5 
• K n o w l e d g e on local marke t Not significant Very significant 
•=> 
1 2 3 4 5 
• Access to labor and /o r m a n a g e m e n t Not significant Very significant 
skil ls ci> 
1 2 3 4 5 
• O the r : Not significant Very significant 
o 
1 2 3 4 5 
Marketing Contributions 
• Access to local distribution c h a n n e l s Not significant Very significant 
o 
1 2 3 4 5 
• Brand recognition Not significant Very significant 
^ 
1 2 3 4 5 
• Ex i s t i ng c u s t o m e r ba se / m a r k e t sha re Not significant Very significant 
. f=> , 
1 2 3 4 ‘ 5 
• Other : Not significant Very significant 
‘ ~ ~ ^ 
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1 2 3 4 5 
Business Relations Contributions 
• Relations with regulators Not significant Very significant 
•=> 
1 2 3 4 5 
• Relations with suppliers Not significant Very significant 
.t=^> 
1 2 3 4 5 
• Relations with other business partners Not significant Very significant 
(e.g. financial institutions) c> 
1 2 3 4 5 
• Other : Not significant Very significant 
“ ^ 
1 2 3 4 5 
t 
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APPENDIX 2 - SUMMARY OF SURVEY RESULTS 
Appendix 2 summarizes results of the survey done on the nine Cable & 




Subsidiary : Cable & Wirdess Business Networks 
Business / Mission : 
• Develop products for customers with multinational presence. 
• Manage accounts and channels on a global basis. 
• Negotiate with suppliers on a global basis. 
Percentage Equity held by Cable & Wireless: (A dedicated team within the Cable & 
Wireless Group) 
Sales-generating ？ No 
Primary Customers (if sales-generating) � Not applicable 
Par tner Business % Equity Government Previous Relation 
Nature Connections with Cable & 
Wireless 
Not applicable 
Purpose ofFormation: Enjoy synergy (e.g. expertise, bargaining power) not 
attainable by individual subsidiaries 
Contribution from Partner : Not applicable 
# 
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Subsidiary : Cable & Wireless Mobile 
Business / Mission : 
• Facilitate experience and expertise sharing among Cable & Wireless operating 
companies (in mobile telephony) world-wide. 
• Pursue business development opportunities on a global basis. 
Percentage Equity held by Cable & Wireless: (A dedicated team within the Cable & 
Wireless Group) 
Sales-generating ？ No 
Primary Customers (if sales-generating) � Not applicable 
Partner Business % Equity Government Previous Relation 
Nature Connections with Cable & 
Wireless 
Not applicable 
Purpose ofFormation: Enjoy synergy (e.g. expertise, bargaining power) not 
attainable by individual subsidiaries 
Contribution from Partner : Not applicable 
# 
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Subsidiary : Omnes 
Business / Mission : Serve customers in oil and energy industry. 
Percentage Equity held by Cable & Wireless: 50% 
Sales-generating ？ Yes 
Primary Customers (if sales-generating) : Multinational corporations in oil and 
energy industry 
Partner Business Nature % Equity Government Previous Relation 
Connections with Cable & 
Wireless 
Schlumberger Supplier of oil field 5 ^ W\ Cable & Wireless 





for the petroleum 
industry 
Purpose ofFormation : Pull expertise from / Access distribution channels ofpartner 




Subsidiary : Cable & Wirdess (Marine) Ltd. 
Business / Mission : Serve companies engaged submarine telecommunication cable 
industry. 
Percentage Equity held by Cable & Wireless: 100% 
Sales-generating ？ Yes 
Primary Customers (if sales-generating) : Corporations (world-wide) engaged in 
submarine telecommunication cable industry • 
Par tner Business % Equity Government Previous Relation 
Nature Connections with Cable & 
Wireless 
Not applicable 
Purpose of Formation : Enter an unrelated business 
Contribution from Partner : Not applicable 
4 
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Subsidiary : PHS International Ltd. 
Business / Mission : Promote Personal Handy System (PHS) as an international 
mobile standard and pursue business opportunities with operators world-wide. 
Percentage Equity held by Cable & Wireless: 27% 
Sales-generating ？ No 
Primary Customers ^: Mobile telephony operators (primarily in Asia) 
Partner Business Nature % Equity Government . Previous Relation 
Connections with Cable & 
Wireless 
Hongkong Telecommunication 23% Nil Subsidiary company 
Telecom carrier of Cable & Wireless 
NTT Telecommunication 27% Nil Competitor 
carrier, engineering 





Purpose of Formation : Pull expertise from partners 
Contribution from Partners : 
• Hongkong Telecom 一 Know-how (Technical), Business relations (with China) 
• NTT — Know-how (Technical), Business relations (with suppliers) 
t 
2 These are more accurately described as potential customers, as PHS International Ltd. has not yet started to 
generate sales. 
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Subsidiary : Hongkong Telecom 
Business / Mission : National telecommunication carrier of Hong Kong 
Percentage Equity held by Cable & Wireless: 58% 
Sales-generating ？ Yes 
Primary Customers (if sales-generating) : Local consumers and businesses 
Partner Business % Equity Government Previous Relation with 
Nature Connections Cable & Wireless 
CITIC Conglomerate 10% Close connections Some subsidiaries of 
(infrastructure, with Chinese CITIC are customers or 
trading and Government suppliers of Hongkong 
distribution, Telecom, a subsidiary of 
property, Cable & AVirdess 
industrial 
manufacturing) 
Purpose ofFormation : Build relations with Chinese Government and gain potential 
access to China's market 




Subsidiary : OPTUS 
Business / Mission : National telecommunication carrier of Australia 
Percentage Equity held by Cable & Wireless: 24.5% 
Sales-generating ？ Yes 
Primary Customers (if sales-generating) : Local consumers and businesses 
Partner Business Nature % Equity Government~ Previous Relation 
Connections with Cable & Wireless 
Mayne Nickless Industries 25% ^ m 
AMP Society Institutional 10.3% m NU 
investor •• 
AIDC Institutional 9.6% NU T^ 
investor 
National Mutual Institutional 6.1% ^ ^ 
investor 
BellSouth Telecommunication 24.5% ^ Loose competitor 
t 
carrier in U.S. 
Purposes ofFormation : 
• Satisfy regulatory requirement of minimum local-held equity interest. 
• Draw technical expertise and local market knowledge from partners. 
• Obtain financial resources. 
Contribution from Partners : 
I 
• Mayne Nickless 一 Know-how (Local market knowledge) , 
• AMP Society - Financial resources 
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• AIDC - Financial resources 
• National Mutual - Financial resources 





Subsidiary : Sembawang Cable Depot Pte Ltd. 
Business / Mission : Own and operate cable depot storage facilities in Singapore 
Percentage Equity held by Cable & Wireless: 40% 
Sales-generating ？ Yes 
Primary Customers (if sales-generating) : Submarine cable-laying companies 
Partner Business Nature % Equity Government Previous Relation 
Connections “ with Cable & 
Wireless 
Singapore Telecommunication 60% Nil Competitor 
Telecom carrier 
Purpose ofFormation : Enter an unrelated business in foreign territory 
Contribution from Partner : Access to local facilities 
/ 
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Subsidiary : S.B. Submarine Systems Co. Ltd. 
Business / Mission : 
• Install and maintain submarine cable systems. 
• Operate cable ships and depot with berthing and cable storage facilities. 
Percentage Equity held by Cable & Wireless: 49% 
Sales-generating ？ Yes 
Primary Customers (if sales-generating) : Telecommunications administrations in 
China 
Partner Business Nature % Equity Government Previous Relation 
Connections with Cable & 
Wireless 
China Ministry of Telecommunication 51% MPT is the Nil 
Posts and policy-making and Ministry for 
Telecommunications regulation on a telecommunication 
(MPT) national basis policies and 
regulation 
Purpose of Formation : Enter an unrelated business in foreign territory 
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